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Topics to be coveredTopics to be covered

Architecture of spoken dialogue Architecture of spoken dialogue 
systemssystems
Evaluation of spoken dialogue systemsEvaluation of spoken dialogue systems
User User modellingmodelling
Spoken Language GenerationSpoken Language Generation
LearningLearning

TodayToday’’s topicss topics

Types of Spoken Dialogue SystemsTypes of Spoken Dialogue Systems
Architecture of SDSArchitecture of SDS
Components of SDSComponents of SDS
DM in context of SDSDM in context of SDS
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Spoken Dialogue SystemsSpoken Dialogue Systems

Intelligent agent interacting with Intelligent agent interacting with 
humans by voice to complete a variety humans by voice to complete a variety 
of tasksof tasks
Many deployed systemsMany deployed systems
Can understand what people sayCan understand what people say
Sounds human when respondsSounds human when responds
Can pass the Turing testCan pass the Turing test

Listen again Listen again ……
OpenOpen--ended promptended prompt
Multiple requests in one utteranceMultiple requests in one utterance
Confirmation Confirmation subdialoguesubdialogue
RepromptingReprompting
Remembering user goal across confirmation Remembering user goal across confirmation 
subdialoguesubdialogue
Rapid speechRapid speech
Slightly odd synthesisSlightly odd synthesis
Implicit, then explicit confirmationImplicit, then explicit confirmation
Multiple responses Multiple responses 
Politeness behaviorPoliteness behavior
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Types of dialogue systemsTypes of dialogue systems

ChatbotsChatbots
Seek to emulate humanSeek to emulate human--human behaviorhuman behavior
Aim to pass the Turing TestAim to pass the Turing Test

TutorialTutorial
Goal:  instruct a userGoal:  instruct a user
Topics: Topics: 

Language learningLanguage learning
Car repairCar repair
AlgebraAlgebra

Types of dialogue systems Types of dialogue systems 
(cont(cont’’d.)d.)

TaskTask--orientedoriented
Process basedProcess based

Transfer money in bank accountsTransfer money in bank accounts
Pay bill with service providerPay bill with service provider

Information basedInformation based
Book a flightBook a flight
Find a restaurantFind a restaurant
Find directionsFind directions
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What each type of system is What each type of system is 
trying to modeltrying to model

ChatChat
Common sense/human knowledge/politeness Common sense/human knowledge/politeness 
behaviorbehavior

TutorialTutorial
Underlying process/stepUnderlying process/step--byby--step step 
requirements/pedagogical theoryrequirements/pedagogical theory

TaskTask--orientedoriented
Task requirementsTask requirements

Steps required to achieve goalSteps required to achieve goal
Data needed to achieve goalData needed to achieve goal

Output considerationsOutput considerations
Chat:Chat:

Formal/informal languageFormal/informal language
FriendlinessFriendliness
HumanHuman--like speech (including hesitations/false like speech (including hesitations/false 
starts?)starts?)

TutorialTutorial
ClarityClarity
StepStep--wise presentation of conceptswise presentation of concepts

TaskTask--orientedoriented
Clarity of questionsClarity of questions
VerbosityVerbosity
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Spoken DialogueSpoken Dialogue SystemsSystems

DM

SLU

TTS
Text-to-
Speech

Synthesis

Automatic Speech
Recognition

Spoken Language
Understanding

Dialogue
Management

ASR

SLGSpoken 
Language 
Generation

Data,
Rules Words

Meaning

SpeechSpeech

Goal

Words

Audio serverAudio server

Purpose:  data capturePurpose:  data capture
Input:  speech; Output:  digitized Input:  speech; Output:  digitized 
version of speechversion of speech
Considerations:Considerations:

AvailabilityAvailability
BandwidthBandwidth
DropDrop--outout
BargeBarge--inin
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Automatic Speech RecognitionAutomatic Speech Recognition
Purpose:  transcribe the speechPurpose:  transcribe the speech
Input:  digital speechInput:  digital speech
Output:  String/NOutput:  String/N--best list representing best list representing 
hypothesized wordshypothesized words
Considerations:Considerations:

Vocabulary sizeVocabulary size
Grammar typeGrammar type
Speech typeSpeech type

Isolated word/continuous speechIsolated word/continuous speech
Spontaneous speech/read speechSpontaneous speech/read speech
Accented speechAccented speech

Natural Language UnderstandingNatural Language Understanding

Purpose:  produce meaning representation Purpose:  produce meaning representation 
from ASR outputfrom ASR output
Input:  String/NInput:  String/N--best listbest list
Output:  Meaning representationOutput:  Meaning representation
Considerations:Considerations:

Type of grammarType of grammar
FiniteFinite--statestate
Full parseFull parse
WordWord--spottingspotting
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SLU:  Example Full ParseSLU:  Example Full Parse

onon septsept.. firstfirst

statement

sentence

ii

wouldwould likelike

polite_req

subject req_phrase

flight_event

from_phrase to_phrase on_date

from city_name to city_name
month_dateon

month date
fromfrom newarknewark toto dallasdallas

travel

toto traveltravel

SLU:  WordSLU:  Word--Spotting OutputSpotting Output
I would like to fly from Newark to Dallas on September I would like to fly from Newark to Dallas on September 
firstfirst

I would like to fly from I would like to fly from <<city_namecity_name> > NewarkNewark
</</city_namecity_name>> to to <<city_namecity_name> > DallasDallas </</city_namecity_name>> on on 
September firstSeptember first
I would like to fly I would like to fly <<from_placefrom_place> > fromfrom <<city_namecity_name> > 
NewarkNewark </</city_namecity_name>> </</from_placefrom_place>> <<to_placeto_place>> toto
<<city_namecity_name>> Dallas Dallas </</city_namecity_name>> </</to_placeto_place>> on on 
September firstSeptember first
I would like to fly I would like to fly <<from_placefrom_place> > fromfrom <<city_namecity_name> > 
NewarkNewark </</city_namecity_name>> </</from_placefrom_place>> <<to_placeto_place>> to to 
<<city_namecity_name>> Dallas Dallas </</city_namecity_name>> </</to_placeto_place>> on on 
<date><date> September firstSeptember first </date></date>
<<req_flightreq_flight>> I would like to flyI would like to fly </</req_flightreq_flight>>
<<from_placefrom_place> > fromfrom <<city_namecity_name> > NewarkNewark
</</city_namecity_name>> </</from_placefrom_place>> <<to_placeto_place>> to to 
<<city_namecity_name>> Dallas Dallas </</city_namecity_name>> </</to_placeto_place>> on on 
<date><date> September first September first </date></date>
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SLU:  Example OutputSLU:  Example Output
Request

Flight_event

From: EWR

To: DFW

Date: 01Mar2006

Flight_event

From:  EWR

To: DFW

Date:   01Mar2006

Dialogue ManagementDialogue Management
Purpose: decide what systemPurpose: decide what system’’s next s next 
action should be.action should be.
Input: a meaning representation from Input: a meaning representation from 
SLUSLU
Request_phraseRequest_phrase

Flight_eventFlight_event
From:From: EWREWR
To:To: DFWDFW
Date:Date: 01Sep200501Sep2005

Output: HighOutput: High--level communicative level communicative 
goal(s)goal(s)

ConfirmConfirm--infoinfo--sofarsofar, Get, Get--nextnext--infoinfo
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Natural Language GenerationNatural Language Generation
Purpose:  produce an output string to be Purpose:  produce an output string to be 
shown/spoken to the usershown/spoken to the user
Input: Representation from DMInput: Representation from DM
Output:  String for TTS (possibly Output:  String for TTS (possibly 
marked for prosody, etc.)marked for prosody, etc.)
Considerations:Considerations:

VerbosityVerbosity
Level of formalismLevel of formalism
““EleganceElegance””

TextText--toto--Speech SynthesisSpeech Synthesis
Purpose:  speak string to userPurpose:  speak string to user
Considerations:Considerations:

HumanHuman--likelike
FlexibilityFlexibility

FormantFormant--based synthesis (Stephen Hawking)based synthesis (Stephen Hawking)
Human vocal tract Human vocal tract modelledmodelled and speech truly and speech truly 
““synthesizedsynthesized””

ConcatenativeConcatenative SynthesisSynthesis
Bits of human speech glued together Bits of human speech glued together 
(concatenated)(concatenated)
More natural but inherently limited:  can only More natural but inherently limited:  can only 
produce what you have units for in the database)produce what you have units for in the database)
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How are all these pieces put How are all these pieces put 
together?together?

One possibility:  Dialogue ManagerOne possibility:  Dialogue Manager
Reason:  Dialogue Manager is in the Reason:  Dialogue Manager is in the 
““middlemiddle”” in time and functionalityin time and functionality

DM comes after ASR and NLUDM comes after ASR and NLU
DM precedes NLG and TTSDM precedes NLG and TTS
DM is often only component that has access DM is often only component that has access 
to database (and reasoning about database)to database (and reasoning about database)

Dialogue Management and Audio Dialogue Management and Audio 
ServerServer

If bargeIf barge--in is enabled, how is truncated in is enabled, how is truncated 
input interpreted:input interpreted:

User:      IUser:      I’’m interested in Thai restaurants in North London.m interested in Thai restaurants in North London.
System:  System:  I know of 8 Thai restI know of 8 Thai rest--
User:      Wait, thatUser:      Wait, that’’s not what I wanted.s not what I wanted.

User:      IUser:      I’’m interested in Thai restaurants in North London.m interested in Thai restaurants in North London.
System:  System:  I know of 8 Thai restaurants in North London.  I know of 8 Thai restaurants in North London.  
ThereThere’’s s BanhBanh Mi, Thai Palace, GoldMi, Thai Palace, Gold--
User:      Wait, thatUser:      Wait, that’’s the one I wanted.s the one I wanted.
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Dialogue Management and ASRDialogue Management and ASR

How can DM constraint recognition How can DM constraint recognition 
choice?choice?

User:      IUser:      I’’m going to Dallas on May eighteenth.m going to Dallas on May eighteenth.
System:  System:  Okay, where are you leaving from?Okay, where are you leaving from?
User:      Dulles.User:      Dulles.
User:      I want to return on May twentieth.User:      I want to return on May twentieth.

System hears:System hears:
i want to return on may twelfthi want to return on may twelfth
i want to return on may twentiethi want to return on may twentieth

After dialogue management:After dialogue management:
System:  System:  So thatSo that’’s returning on May twelfth.s returning on May twelfth.

Dialogue Management and NLPDialogue Management and NLP

Words/phrases are interpreted Words/phrases are interpreted in in 
contextcontext

User:      I need to book a flight.User:      I need to book a flight.
System:  System:  Okay, where are you leaving from?Okay, where are you leaving from?
User:      Dulles.User:      Dulles.
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Dialogue management and NLGDialogue management and NLG

Tailor response to fit user Tailor response to fit user 
model/current historymodel/current history

User:      IUser:      I’’m interested in Thai restaurants in North London.m interested in Thai restaurants in North London.
System:  System:  I know of 8 Thai restaurants in North London.  I know of 8 Thai restaurants in North London.  
Two of them have very high food quality:  Two of them have very high food quality:  BanhBanh Mi and Mi and 
Golden Siam.Golden Siam.

Dialogue Management and TTSDialogue Management and TTS

Emphasize new/pertinent informationEmphasize new/pertinent information

User:      IUser:      I’’m interested in Thai restaurants in North London.m interested in Thai restaurants in North London.
System:  System:  I know of 8 Thai restaurants in North London.  I know of 8 Thai restaurants in North London.  
Two of them have very high food quality:  Two of them have very high food quality:  BanhBanh Mi and Mi and 
Golden Siam.Golden Siam.
User:      Actually, what about Chinese restaurants.User:      Actually, what about Chinese restaurants.
System:  Okay, System:  Okay, ChineseChinese restaurants in North London.restaurants in North London.
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ConclusionsConclusions

For systems to become more humanFor systems to become more human--
like, more intelligence needs to be like, more intelligence needs to be 
added to all system componentsadded to all system components
All components of a spoken dialogue All components of a spoken dialogue 
system interact with each othersystem interact with each other
Dialogue manager can be the logical Dialogue manager can be the logical 
module for mediating the interactionmodule for mediating the interaction


